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ABOUT THE BOOK

The thirteenth edition has been fully revised and updated. Theory has been given at start of each chapter (Theory divided chapter-, topic-, sub-topic wise – Small/one-liner points in each topic/Important previous MCQs marked as Q). Key Revision Point Boxes given on side of each topic for Must-Know MCQ facts. New and recent examination-based pattern has been adopted chapter-wise (Focus on Wider coverage, Concept development, One-liner approach, Value-based MCQs, Applied aspect MCQs, Image-based MCQs, Updated Golden Points).

KEY FEATURES

- NEW chapter-wise image-based MCQs with explanatory answers.
- NEWLY added 130+ images, flowcharts and diagrams.
- Recent most solved MCQ papers (2021-2012).
- Recent/New topics and changing concepts in PSM.
- Covers New Indian and global Initiatives, New Topics in Public Health, New Topics in Disease Control, New Updated Guidelines, and Key Guidelines in Public Health
- Updated compilation of Public Health Statistics of India 2021-22.

READERSHIP

- A must-buy book for NEET-PG, AIIMS, PGI, JIPMER, DNB and Medical Officer Exams.